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(Received 22 August 1983; accepted for publication 29 September 1983) 

The linear magnetostriction As of polycrystalline Pd t _ x Fex alloys has been measured as a 
function of alloy composition, at temperatures of 300,77, and 4.2 K. The effect on As of atomic 
ordering ofPd3Fe and PdFe type has been investigated. The value of As is positive for x> 0.21, but 
changes sign three times in the composition range x < 0.21. This composition dependence can be 
understood semiquantitative1y in terms of the simple split-band model, where iron and palladium 
each have their own d band, distinct on the energy scale. Contributions to As from electrons of 
both spin directions have been included. Best fit between theory and data is obtained for a value of 
the deformation potential of d electrons equal to - 0.6 e V. The anomalous Hall effect and the g 
factor of Pd-Fe are also discussed in the light of the split-band model. 

PACS numbers: 75.80. + q, 75.50.Bb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At the start of this research, only a few data points t.2 for 
the magnetostriction of Pdt _ x Fex alloys existed. Since 
then, the work of Fukamichi and collaborators on bulk al
loys at 300 K has appeared,3.4 as well as the work of Lee and 
collaborators5 on thin films at 300 K. 

We have measured the linear magnetostriction As at 
300, 77, and 4.2 K, over the whole binary alloy series. We 
have investigated the effect of atomic ordering on As> 
through water-quenching treatments and long anneals. 
Also, we have considered with special care the range of iron 
atomic fraction between x = 0 and x = 0.21, where we have 
discovered that several changes of sign of As take place. 

The physical properties of Pd-Fe alloys are simiIar6 to 
those of Ni-Fe. However, the saturation magnetization of 
Pd-Fe falls below the well-known Slater-Pauling curve at 
iron atomic fractions smaller than x eo 0.20, indicating that 
the spin-up d band is not full anymore. The rapid motion of 
the Fermi level through the spin-up d band explains the mul
tiplicity of the sign changes of As in that composition range. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL 
APPARATUS 

Our samples were made from Johnson-Matthey iron 
rods, "Specpure" grade, and from Materials Research Cor
poration palladium slugs, "Marz" grade. These materials 
were rolled into thin strips in a small rolling mill. The iron 
and palladium strips were wrapped around each other to 
ensure good physical contact, thus lowering the effective 
melting temperatue below that of the pure elements. Melting 
was done in a small molybdenum resistance furnace in a 
vacuum of 10-5 Torr, using recrystallized Al20 3 crucibles. 
Weight loss by evaporation or splashing varied between 
0.4% and 4%. The ingots were cold-rolled into strips of 
thickness between 0.4 and 1.2 mm, which were cut into rec
tangles oflength 34 mm and width 5-10 mm. These samples 

-I Supported by a fellowship from the Brazilian Conselho Nacional de Pes
quisa Cientifica e Tecnologica. 

were homogenized at ll00·C in a vacuum of 10-6 Torr for 
20h. 

Two different kinds of atomic ordering can occur in the 
Pdt _ x Fex system. The Pd3Fe type of ordering, similar to 
Cu3Au, is observed7 in fcc alloys for x between eoO.20 and 
0.37. In fcc alloys at x between eoO.37 and 0.55, the PdFe 
type of ordering, similar to CuAu, takes place.7 This ordered 
phase is tetragonally distorted. Between x ~0.55 and 
xeoO.98, a bcc phase coexists with the face-centered phase. 
Above x eo 0.98, the bcc phase exists alone. 

The final thermal treatment given to the samples after 
homogenization is either treatment (a) or treatment (d). 
Treatment (a) consists of an anneal for 2 h in a 10-5 Torr 
vacuum at l100·C in a quartz tube, followed by quenching 
in water under atmospheric pressure. Treatment (d) is an 
anneal for 20 h in a 10-5 Torr vacuum at 550 ·C, followed by 
rather slow furnace cooling; however, the samples with 
x = 0.03~.18 were annealed at temperatures falling in 
stages from eo 450 ·C to eo 300 ·C, because of their lower or
dering temperature. Quench (a) is designed to minimize the 
degree of atomic ordering, and anneal (d) to maximize it. 
Changes in the degree of order were monitored by measuring 
the electrical resistivity of some samples.6 

In addition, quench (a) tends to retain the fcc phase in 
the normally two-phase 0.55 <x <0.70 range. 

Atomic absorption spectroscopy is used to check the 
iron concentration of all samples. The measured concentra
tion agrees with the nominal concentration within the ran
dom dispersion of the measurements. From now on, we 
quote the nominal values. 

Electron microprobe analysis was performed on some 
samples, with an electron beam 1 /-Lm in diameter. It shows 
that the iron concentration varies along the length of the 
sample by no more than ± 1 % of its average value. 

The magnetostriction is measured8 with Pt-W strain 
gages manufactured by Dentronics, Inc. (Model AP 1832 
NE). These have the advantage of remaining nonmagnetic 
down to low temperatures, thus avoiding large magnetore
sistance effects. Gage resistance is 350 nat 300 K, and 321 n 
at 4.2 K. 

The gage resistance is measured with an ac Wheatstone 
bridge operating at 400 Hz. Bridge unbalance signals are 
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amplified with a Princeton Applied Research lock-in ampli
fier, Model HR-8, and displayed on a chart recorder. The 
active gage is attached to the actual ferromagnetic sample, 
and an identical dummy gage is attached to a dummy sample 
consisting of a copper disc, located in close proximity to the 
actual sample. The active gage and the dummy gage are in 
adjacent arms of the bridge, in order to cancel most of the 
effect of temperature and of magnetic field on the gages 
themselves. 

The calibration factors of gages identical to those used 
in actual magnetostriction measurements are determined at 
300, 77, and 4.2K, with an apparatus9 generating known 
bending strains. The results agree within ± 2% with the 
values given by the manufacturer, or with a linear extrapola
tion of the latter values down to 4.2 K. The strain gauges are 
made of several narrow conducting strips, here oriented par
allel to the sample length. Using our calibration apparatus, 
we have explored the possibility that our gages might be 
sensitive to strains perpendicular to the length of the con
ducting strips. The answer is negative: only strains parallel 
to the conducting strips affect the gage resistance, within 
experimental error. 

During magnetostriction measurements, the ends of 
the actual sample are glued to flexible brass strips normal to 
the sample length, which support the sample while allowing 
longitudinal magnetostrictive strains. 

A magnetic field is applied in the plane of the sample. It 
can be rotated between two directions, one parallel and the 
other normal to the sample length. 

At 4.2 and 77 K, the sample is immersed in baths of 
liquid helium and liquid nitrogen, respectively. At 300 K, 
the sample is in atmospheric air. Magnetothermal changes of 
sample temperature are observed at 300 K every time the 
magnetic field is changed, because of the absence of a bath. 
These transient changes are troublesome because they affect 
the gage resistance. To eliminate them, we wait 1-5 min after 
every field change, before recording the bridge output signal. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

As explained above, the strain gage measures magne
tostrictive strains in a direction parallel to the sample length. 
When induced by a magnetization parallel to the sample 
length, this strain is denoted by (~I /1)11 . For a magnetization 
normal to the sample length, the strain is (~I /1 )1' By defin
tion,1O the linear magnetostriction at saturation is 

(1) 

where (~I /1)11 and (~I /1 h are measured at fields sufficient to 
saturate the sample. This definition is appropriate for amor
phous or polycrystalline samples. Our external field has a 
maximum value of 0.38 T. Usually, saturation is already 
achieved at 0.1 T. 

The experimental values of As at 300 K are plotted as a 
function of iron concentration x in Fig. 1. Note that As = 0 
for x < 0.12, because the Curie temperature is below 300 K. 
Similarly, the As data at 77 and 4.2 K are plotted on Figs. 2 
and 3. The data for the annealed x = 0.4 and 0.5 samples are 
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FIG. I. Saturation magnetostriction at 300 K. Solid circles are for quenched 
alloys, and open circles for annealed alloys. 

not shown, as we were unable to saturate these magnetically 
hard, tetragonal alloys. 

On Fig. 4, we compare our data with data from the 
1· 134' h Iterature, ., 10 t e case of quenched alloys at 300 K. In 
general, there is good agreement. 

In the case of annealed alloys at 300 K (Fig. 5), the 
agreement with the data of the literature3.4 is not very good. 
The field of ~0.06 T used in Refs. 3 and 4 may be too small 
to saturate certain annealed samples in the range of composi
tion where the tetragonal face-centered phase exists. Also, 
the slow furnace cooling used by them does not produce 
complete atomic ordering. This is shown by the different As 
value obtained after a longer anneal3 at 600 0c. 

Only two data points at 4K are available from the litera
ture2 (Fig. 6). The agreement with our data is very good. This 
figure shows our data at 4.2 K in the 0,;;x';;0.25 range, on an 
expanded scale. We see that As goes through zero four times 
in that composition range. There are enough data points to 
show that this behavior is real, and not the result of experi
mental random errors. 

IV. SPLIT-BAND MODEL FOR TRANSITION METALS 

Our data analysis is based on a simplified model ll
•
12 of 

the band structure, where each constituent of the aIloy has 
its own d band, distinct on the energy scale (Fig. 7). This 

so 
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FIG. 2. Saturation magnetostriction at 77 K. Solid circles are for Quenched 
alloys, and open circles for annealed alloys. 
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FIG. 3. Saturation magnetostriction at 4.2 K. Solid circles are for quenched 
alloys, and open circles for annealed alloys. 

split-band model is valid when the difference of valence of 
the constituent atoms is sufficiently large. This model has 
already been applied II to the magnetostriction, anomalous 
Hall effect, g factor, and electronic specific heat of Ni-Fe 
alloys, and also to the magnetostriction,13 anomalous Hall 
effect, 14 and electronic specific heat l5 of amorphous Ni-Fe
base ribbons. 

In the split-band model for Pd-Fe alloys (Fig. 7), the 
number of states in the spin-down iron band is 5x, and the 
number of states in the spin-down palladium band is 
5( 1 - x), as for ordinary atomic d states. Similar expressions 
hold for the spin-up bands. 

The simplest case, realized at 0.20 < x < 0.68, is the one 
where the spin-up d bands are full [Fig. 7(a)] and contain a 
total of five electrons per atom. Then, the number of elec
trons in the spin-down band is 

n; = ne - 5, (2) 

where ne is the number of d electrons in the alloy, related to 
the number n~d for pure palladium by 

(3) 

Here, - 2 is the difference of valence between iron and pal
ladium. By combining the two last equations, we obtain 
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FIG. 4. Saturation magnetostriction at 300 K for quenched alloys, com
pared to data from the literature. Solid circles: our data. Crosses: data from 
Ref. I. 6 symbols: data from Ref. 3. V symbols: data from Ref. 4. 
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n; = n~d - 5 - 2x. (4) 

The saturation magnetization, expressed in Bohr mag
netons per atom, is 

(5) 

where g is the g-factor obtained from ferromagnetic reso
nance data. 16 Equation (5) predicts nB to be a linear function 
of x with a slope of + 2, in agreement with existing magneti
zation data 17 for Pd-Fe at 0.20 < x < 0.68. In turn, this 
Slater-Pauling behavior confirms that the spin-up bands are 
full in that composition range, as assumed here. Also, by 
fitting Eq. (5) to the magnetization data, we obtain 
n~d = 9.49 electron/atom = const. 
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FIG. 7. (a) Split-band model for Pd 1 _ x Fex at x> 0.2, where the spin-up 
bands are full. (b) At x < 0.2, the spin-up bands are not full. 

In the range of low iron concentration x < 0.20, the 
spin-up d band is not full, and contains an unknown number 
n; of electrons [Fig. 7(b)]. Equation (2) is replaced by 

n; + n; = ne' 

Also, Eq. (5) is replaced by 

nB = ~ (n; - n;). 

Using Eqs. (3), (6), and (7), we obtain 

n; = !(nB + n~d - 2x), 

n; = !(n~d - 2x - nB ). 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

De Haas-Van Alphen data18 for pure Pd suggest 0.36s elec
trons per atom. This implies n~d = 10 - 0.36 = 9.64 elec
tron/atom, in disagreement with the value of 9.49 used 
above for x > 0.20. Presumably, n~d varies in the 0 < x < 0.20 
range, because of a shift of the s band with respect to the d 
band. We will use a simple linear expression in that range, for 
interpolation: 

n~d = 9.64 - 0.79x (O<x <0.20). (9) 

V. BAND THEORY OF MAGNETOSTRICTION 

In the case of itinerant d states, spin-orbit interaction 
can be written19 in the approximate form 

Hso=I,5dlr-11J [p X (r-I)).S, (10) 
1 

where I denotes the crystal sites, p the momentum, and S the 
spin, 

(11) 

and VI (r) is the electric potential energy, assumed to be ap
proximately central close to each atomic site l. In an alloy, 
VI (r) and tl (r) may differ at sites I having chemically differ
ent atoms. 

The energy E of each band state of symmetry n (n = 1-5 
for d states), spin X (t or l), and belonging to the ith band of 
the split-band model (Fe or Pd band), suffers a shift oE';~x 
when spin-orbit interaction is switched on. The total energy 
shift for the electron sea is 
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oEso = LLLfEF" N~iX(E) OE';~X(E,a) dE, 
n J X -00 

(12) 

where EFo is the unperturbed Fermi level, N~iX the unper
turbed density of states, and a the unit vector parallel to the 
magnetization. 

A bunching of states on the energy scale occurs if DE=~)( 
depends on the energy. The new density of states20 is 

(13) 

Then we switch on a constant-volume (pure shear) elas
tic strain of the lattice. We assume it to be uniaxial, and thus 
described by one number As' The strain As alters the energy 
of one state by oE':/. The total shift for the electron sea is 

OEd = LLLf~? N ~~X (E) O~i (E) dE, 
n I .:r - 00 

(14) 

where c; is the Fermi level in the presence of spin-orbit in
teraction. 

We assume O~i to be proportional to As, and the coeffi
cient", of proportionality defines the deformation potential 
V'" (fJ). 

(15) 

Here, /3 is the unit vector in the direction of the uniaxial 
strain. Using Eqs. (12)-(15), we calculate the total shift 

. A 

oEso + OEd' Assuming that V'" (fJ) does not depend on E or 
on the band index i, one can show that the result is indepen
dent of the order in which oEso and OEd are switched on. 

We keep only the term which depends simultaneously 
on the strain and on the magnetization direction, called mag
netoelastic energy Erne. Assuming N ~iX ( - 00) = 0, and in
tegrating over energy, we obtain20 

nix 

We see that the magnetoelastic energy depends on the den
sity of states and spin-orbit shift at the Fermi level. 20 

To this, we add the ordinary elastic energy, proportion
al to A;, where Ys is the shear modulus, and v the crystal 
volume: 

E Ys ~ 2 
el =-"'sv. 

2 
(17) 

For simplicity, and in order to minimize the number of 
adjustable parameters, we take into account only d states 
with t 2g symmetry (n = 1, 2, 3). This is permissible if these 
states are dominant at the Fermi level, or if we are only 
interested in a rough theory to explain the composition de
pendence of As' The probability density for such states has a 
fourfold symmetry axis parallel to one of the cubic crystal 
axes (x, y, z). As a result, the deformation potentials can be 
shown to have the form 

Vii 1/3) = - p(3/3 ~ - 1), 

V2i 1/3) = - p(3/3; - 1), 

V 3i 1/3) = - p(3/3; - 1), 

where p is a constant. 

J. E. Schmidt and L. Berger 
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The density of states assumed for the iron band and 
palladium band has the simple form II (Fig. 7): 

N~Fe'(E) = 2.5 xl/2[1- (2(E-;/~ -LiIl)2] 
WFe X WFe 
(IE-Li-Lill <!x1/2wFe ); 

N~Pd'(E)=~(1-X)I/2[1-( 2(E~~I) )2] 
WPd (1 - x) WPd 
(IE-Lill <!(1-x)I/2wPd ); (19) 

N~Fel(E) =~xl/2[1- (2(~/~Li ))2] 
Wfe X WFe 
(IE - Li 1< !x I 12WFe ); 

N~Pdl(E)=~(l-x)I/2[l-( 2~/2 )2] 
WPd (1 - x) WPd 
(lEI < !(1 - X)I/2WPd )' 

Outside the intervals of E indicated, all these densities of 
states are equal to zero. Also, Li is the separation between the 
centers of the Pd and Fe bands, Li 1 is the exchange splitting, 
and WFe and WPd are the pure-metal band widths. These 
densities of states have been renormalized to compensate for 
the exclusion of the eg states, so that the total number of d 
states adds up to 5 electrons/spin atom. 

VI. TIGHT-BINDING FORMALISM 

The alloy d states ¢:x of energy E are written as linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals ¢J ~. The ¢J ~ are assumed 
real valued: 

¢~~(r) = IC~~(I)¢J ~(r -I) K(x), 
I 

(20) 

¢J ~ (r) = Rf (r)On (0, ¢J ). 

We use second-order perturbation theory to calculate 
{jE';~x. The spin quantization axis is assumed to be along the z 
cubic crystal axis. We obtain, for a spin-up state as an exam
ple 

In this &'::,' expression, we have kept only the terms where 
On, Ok' and SI refer to the same crystal site, since Sf (r) is a 
local operator. Also, we have assumed the squares IC~~ (IW 
and the radial functions R1 (r) to be independent of X and E. 

Recall that i,j are band indexes, and n, k denote state sym
metry. We drop the E and X subscripts in the C coefficients. 

When expanding the square of the sum in the {jE';/,' of 
Eq. (21), products such as Cn· (11)Ok (11)Cn (12)Ok. (12), where 
II and 12 are two different values off, can be neglected since 
the complex phases of the C coefficients are spatially random 
in disordered alloys. Only the square terms remain. 

By combining Eqs. (16)-(18), and (21), and evaluating 
L nk and L nk we obtain 

Z ±' 

Eme + Eel = ~vA; - II As [1 - 3t8.afJ 
2 i X 

Xp({j~':'x - &~X)N!iX(E"n. (22) 

WeminimizeEme +Eef with respect topandAs • This gives 
the equilibrium strain: 

A A 

/3= ±a, 

As = _y1 II 2p N !iX(E7) (&!:f - {j~':'X). 
sV i X 

(23) 

As a further rough approximation, we consider the 
terms referring to various iron sites to be equal, and similarly 
at palladium sites. The symbols Ir and Pa label these sites, by 
opposition to the band symbols Fe and Pd. For example, 
I cFe n (Pa) 12 is the probability offinding a Fe-band electron at 
a palladium site. The energy shift becomes, for example: 

&;:e!~I ~[Xs2(Ir)ICFen(IrWICFek(IrW + (1 -X)s2(Pa)IC Fen(PaWIC Fek(PaW) 
k 4 

X (L ;kG~e! + L n; G~el) + [xIC Fe n(IrWIC Pd k(IrWs2(Ir) + (1 -x)ICFen(PaWICPdk(PaWs2(Pa)] 

X(L ;kGrd' + L n: Grdl)], 

where nat is the total number of atoms in the crystal. 

1077 

The normalization condition gives 

natxlCFen(IrW + nat (1-x)ICFen(PaW = 1, 

natxlCPdn(IrW + nat (1-x)ICPd n(PaW = 1. 

The completeness condition for the d band gives 

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 55, No.4. 15 February 1984 

(25) 

(24) 

(26) 

natxICFen(PaW+nat(l-x)ICPdn(PaW= 1. 

The determinant of the four Eqs. (25) and (26) vanishes, 
so that the C coefficients cannot be determined completely. 
These equations give, however 

J. E. Schmidt and L. Berger 1077 
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1 C Pdn(Ir) 12 

(1 - x)[ ICPdn(PaW - ICPdn(IrW] 

ICFen(PaW 
(27) 

Arbitrarily, we will assume the common value Ko of 
these two fractions to be independent of composition. This 
assumption has at least the merit of being symmetric with 
respect to the two components of the alloy. 

For the d band widths,21.22 we use WPd = 5.45 eV, 
wFe = 4.87 eV. These are the distances between extreme top 
and bottom of the band of the pure metal. 

For the spin-orbit parameters, we use the atomic val
ues23 S (Ir) = 0.04848 eV and 5 (Pa) = 0.175 eV. The shear 
modulus Ys is related by Ys = 3 Y 12( 1 + v) to the Young 
modulus Y measured in Ref. 4, and to the Poisson ratio 
v~ 1/3. The crystal volume v is derived from the lattice pa
rameter. 24 

Numerical calculations of As are done with a computer 
in the following manner. For each value of x, n! and n; are 
obtained from existing nB datal? by Eqs. (8), or by Eqs. (4) 
and (9). Then, the Fermi levels for spin-up and spin-down 
electrons are found in the bands of Eqs. (19). In turn, this 
fixes.J I' Using Eqs. (25) and (27), the squared en coefficients 
are evaluated, and substituted into Eq. (24). The Gf func
tions are calculated analytically from Eq. (21) and (19), and 
also substituted into Eq. (24). Finally, the spin-orbit shifts of 
Eq. (24) are substituted into the As expression of Eq. (23). 

This procedure is repeated to find the values of .J, Ko, 

and p giving the best fit to our As data at 4 K. These are 
.J = 2.6 eV, p = - 0.6 eV, Ko = 1.5 (Fig. 8). Overall, the 
theoretical As curve is in fair agreement with the experimen
tal curve. In particular, the theoretical curve shows the same 
number of changes of sign as the experimental curve. Note 
that our theory is meant to apply only to the fcc region 
(x < 0.7 for quenched alloys). 

According to our theory, the several observed changes 
of sign of As are caused by the successive passages through 
the Fermi level of the spin-up iron band and spin-up palla
dium band (Fig. 7), as the alloy becomes magnetized at in
creasing x, in the range x < 0.3. Also, the observed positive 
sign of As at x > 0.21 is caused II by the Fermi level being in 
the lower half of the spin-down iron band [Fig. 7(a)], and the 
spin-up bands being full. Note that the sign of As is mediat
ed II by the sign of the Green's functions of Eqs. (21). 

100~~--~--~--~--~--~~~~---.--~ ,. 

-200 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 1.0 
x-

FIG. 8. Dotted line: theoretical values of magnetostriction at 0 K. Solid 
circles: our data for quenched alloys at 4.2 K. Open circles: our data for 
annealed alloys at 4.2 K. 
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VII. CALCULATION OF OTHER PHYSICAL QUANTITIES 

Now, we treat the anomalous Hall conductivity rHs' As 
shown earlier,l1 it appears that rHs is proportional to 
(L z )(EF), the expectation of L z for states at the Fermi level. 
Using the Green's functions of Eqs. (21), this implies the 
approximate expression, without spin-flip terms: 

rHs ~B [N~eT(EFO)G~eT(EFO) - N~e!(EFO)G~e!(EFO) 

+ N~dT(EFO)GidT(EFO) - N~d!(EFO)Gid!(EFO)]' (28) 

where B is a constant coefficient. Using the same parameter 
values as before, and B = 106 n -I m -I, Eq. (28) gives the 
theoretical curve of Fig. 9. On the same figure, we give the 
experimental values rHs = RsMslp2, where the anomalous 
Hall coefficient Rs is from Ref. 25, and the resistivity p from 
Ref. 26. There is fair agreement between theory and experi
ments. Note that our theory predicts correctly that there is 
only one change of sign of r Hs' The behaviors of A sand r Hs 
differ in that respect, because the Hall effect is odd in the spin 
direction, leading to minus signs for the spin-down Green's 
functions in Eq. (28). This difference between As and rHs 
becomes inoperative I I in Ni-Fe, Ni-Co, Ni-Fe-Cu, etc., 
where the spin-up band is full, and only states of one spin 
matter. Then, both As and rHs have only one sign change, 
located at the composition where the spin-down Fermi level 
moves from the nickel band to the iron band. 

Another quantity depending on spin-orbit interaction is 
the g-factor. The total orbital angular momentum l: L z of 
the Fermi sea (per atom) can be derivedll from it by the 
relation 

(29) 

From existingg datal6 for Pd-Fe, we have calculated l: 
L z by Eq. (29) (Fig. 10). We see that l: L z has a minimum at 
the iron concentrationx~0.15. As in Ni-Fe, the minimum is 
at the approximate composition II where the spin-down Fer
mi level moves from the palladium (or nickel) band to the 
iron band. The existence and location of such a minimum is 
correctly predicted II by our split-band model. 

From the density of states of Eqs. (19), we have also 
calculated the electronic specific heat coefficient r. It is in 
good agreement with existing r data for Pd-Fe, provided a 

IO~ 

I 

E 
I 

c: .. 
Q 

FIG. 9. Dashed line: theoretical values of anomalous Hall conductivity. 
Solid circles: data from Ref. 25, at 0 K, for quenched alloys. 
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0.04 

0.1 0.2 0.4 

x-
FIG. 10. Experimental values of the total orbital angular momentum of the 
Fermi sea at 0 K, plotted vs iron concentration. These values are derived 
from theg-factor data of Ref. 16, and exhibit a minimum at x = 0.15. 

valueA~0.5 of the electron-phonon or electron-magnon en
hancement factor is assumed. This is a reasonable value for 
transition metals. Finally, from the C coefficients, of Eqs. 
(25H27), we have calculated the local iron moments and 
palladium moments. They are in semiquantitative agree
ment with existing neutron diffraction data. For example, 
the iron moment is correctly predicted to be much larger 
than the palladium moment. All this confirms the general 
reasonableness of our theory. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 

We have measured the linear magnetostriction As of 
Pd-Fe alloys at 300, 77, and 4.2 K. The effect of atomic 
ordering onAs has been investigated. AlthoughAs is positive 
for most iron atomic fractions x > 0.21, it oscillates and un
dergoes repeated changes of sign at x < 0.21. These unusual 
oscillations are probably related to the successive passages of 
the spin-up palladium d band and spin-up iron d band 
through the Fermi level, as the iron concentration increases 
and the d band becomes magnetized. 

A simple "split-band" model, where the palladium and 
iron d bands are distinct on the energy scale, is able to repro
duce most features of our As data, including the oscillations. 
It is used in conjunction with a deformation-potential theory 
of magnetostriction in metals. 

Presumably, better agreement between theory and As 
data could be achieved if a more complicated shape of the 
density of states of the palladium and iron bands were as
sumed. The predicted locations of the zeros of As might be 
more accurate. An asymmetric d band shape has been used 
by Onn,15 to represent electronic specific heat data within 
the split-band model. 

Another defect of our simple theory is the assumption 
that all d states have the same symmetry as t 2g atomic states. 
Also, we have assumed the deformation potential to be inde
pendent of band energy. Finally, the spin magnetization has 
been assumed to be along one of the cubic axes, which is not 
realistic in a polycrystal. Our theory is only designed to ex
plain the compositional dependence of As, 

On the other hand, the present theory is more general 
than the ones of Refs. 11 and 12, because it takes into ac
count both spin-up and spin-down states. 
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